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Abstract- This paper presents a detailed study of firewall
technologies which are commonly used for network
security. A firewall cannot handle all the destructive
threats which are coming from unauthorized networks.
Therefore, to develop a secured network different types of
firewall technologies are used. Lot of researches have
been done considering technologies of firewalls. The main
purpose of this paper is to apply firewall capacity along
with other firewall technologies such as packet filtering,
network address translation, virtual private network and
proxy services in order to prevent unauthorized accesses.
Due to lack of many researches, related to firewall
capacity and firewall technologies together. The research
group focuses to build a more protected network by
combining both firewall capacity and firewall
technologies. The experiment results show the proposed
idea good enough to build a secured network.
Index Terms- firewall technologies, firewall capacity,
packet filtering, network address translation, virtual
private network, proxy services

I. INTRODUCTION

S

ecurity is the most important aspect in a network.
There are a lot of concepts for network security.
Firewall is one of the most important concepts related to
the network security. The term “firewall” was came to use
in 1764, to describe walls which distinct the parts of a
building most likely to have a fire from the rest of a
structure. Firewall can be software or hardware. There is
many installation software for network security; likewise,
there are firewall devices for network security.
A firewall is designed in order to prevent or slow the
spread of harmful events using firewall technologies to
secure the network. Packet filtering, the firewall
technologies that are currently existing can be named as
Network addressing translation, Circuit-Level gateways,
virtual private network, Proxy service, Application proxies
and Application-Level gateway [1]. The firewall has a
mechanism to allow some traffic to pass while blocking
the other traffic (this is often called filtering). Most of the
researches that have been done up to date focus on
network security using firewall technologies. These
researches focus on combination of few firewall
technologies like packet filtering, Virtual Private Network
and Network Address Translation. When consider about

Network security one of the most important points that
should be taken in to attention is the firewall capacity.
Firewall behavior basically depends on the capacity.
Firewalls with higher capacities are expensive. The
proposed system will acquire a more secured network
combining low capacity firewall and firewall technologies.
The Packet filtering is referred to as static packet filtering,
this method Controls the access to a network by analyzing
the incoming and outgoing packets and letting them pass
or uncertain them considered on the IP addresses of the
source and destination. Packet filtering is one of the
techniques, among many for implementing protected
firewalls. The Network address translation is a
methodology of remapping one IP address space into
another protocol datagram packet header while they are in
transit across a traffic routing device. A Circuit-Level
gateway is a type of firewall technique. Circuit-Level
gateways perform at the session layer of the OSI model or
“shim-layer” between the application layer of the
TCP/IP stack. They monitor TCP handshaking
between packets to determine whether a request session is
legitimate. Create secure networks connection over a
public network owned by a service provider is a virtual
private network. Large corporations, educational
institutions, and government agencies use virtual private
network technology to enable remote users to securely
connect to private network. A Proxy firewall is a network
security system that prevent network resources by filtering
messages at the application layer. An Application-Level
gateway is firewall proxy which provide network security.
It filters incoming node traffic to certain specifications
which mean that only communicated network application
data is filtered.

II. RELEVANT RESEARCH PAPERS
This research mainly defines about Network Address
Translation (NAT) and Packet Filtering rules. Network
Address Translation (NAT) is the process where a firewall
assigns a public address to a computer or group of
computers inside a private network. The main use of
Network Address Translation (NAT) is to limit the
number of public IP addresses an organization or company
must use, for both economy and security purposes. A
process of packet filtering is controlling access to a
network by analyzing the incoming and outgoing packets
and letting them pass or halting them based on the IP
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addresses of the source and destination. Packet filtering is
one technique among many for implementing security
firewalls. But this paper is only focused about few firewall
techniques, and it does not discuss about the firewall
capacity. The firewall capacity exceeds large firewall
should be replaced. So the cost will be high [2].
This research mentioned about how firewalls are used
to protect resources from outside intruders and how
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) enables to access the
corporate network in a secure manner via non-secure
public networks. A virtual private network (VPN)
provides a secure connection between a sender and a
receiver over a public nonsecure network such as the
Internet. It uses data encryption and other security
mechanisms to prevent unauthorized users from accessing
data, and to ensure that data cannot be modified without
detection as it flows through the Internet. It then uses the
tunneling process to transport the encrypted data across
the Internet. Tunneling is a mechanism for encapsulating
one protocol in another protocol. VPNs reduce remote
access costs by using public network resources. Including
private networks, a VPN is inexpensive. This paper is
focuses on only VPN technique which is including in
firewall. But there are more firewall technologies to make
more secure network [3].
This research mainly focuses on the packet filtering
rules, advantages, and disadvantages of it. In packet
filtering, each packet passing through a firewall is
compared to a set of rules before it is allowed to pass
through. Depending on the packet and the rule, firewall
can drop the packet, forward it, or send a message to the
resource. This paper is disadvantageous as it focuses on
only one packet firewall technique. Therefore, they are not
considered to be secure on their own. And also they
cannot make any content-based decisions on packets.
Testing the grant and deny rules is also difficult, which
may leave the network vulnerable or incorrectly
configured [4].
The authors of this research focuses on packet
filtering, network address translation and application
proxies. Network address translations are placed in the
borders of stub network domain. For all routed data
grams, it translates the local address into unique address
and vice versa. Using application proxies, for each
application, separate forwarding service must be provided.
This paper introduces a framework in the form of waterfall
model. And also it describes about the generalized concept
of authenticated signaling. But this paper is
disadvantageous as it focuses about only few firewall
techniques, and it does not discuss about the firewall
capacity. If the firewall capacity exceeds, large firewall
should be replaced. So the cost will be high [5].
This research focus on a Method and apparatus for
configuring a client to redirect requests to a caching proxy
server based on a category ID with the request. A
computer network including a client, at least one caching
proxy server, and a destination computer is described. In a
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specific embodiment, a client computer may request
particular types of information by including a category ID
in request messages. In order to reduce network traffic, the
destination computer may redirect the client's request
messages to a caching proxy server, which is preferably
located behind the same firewall or gateway as the client.
The destination computer may initiate the redirection of
client computer requests after receiving an HTTP proxy-GET request message from the client. The destination
computer sends a message to the caching proxy server
specifying the categories of request that the client
computer will direct to the caching proxy server. The
proxy server forwards this message to the client computer.
The client computer uses the information contained in this
message to direct requests messages to a specific caching
proxy server based on a category ID. However, this
research product is not covered in packet Filtering,
Network Address Translation, Circuit-Level Gateways,
Application Proxies, Application level Getaway arears [6].
D.Twum says that virtual Private Network technology
allows remote network users to benefit from resources on
a private network as if their host machines actually resided
on the network. Each resource on a network may also have
its own access control policies, which may be completely
unrelated to network access. Thus users’ access to a
network does not guarantee their access to the sought
resources. With the introduction of more complicated
access privileges, such as delegated access, it is
conceivable for a scenario to arise where a user can access
a network remotely (because of direct permissions from
the network administrator or by delegated permission) but
cannot access any resources on the network. There is,
therefore, a need for a network access control mechanism
that understands the privileges of each remote network
user on one hand, and the access control policies of
various network resources on the other hand, and so can
aid a remote user in accessing these resources based on the
user's privileges. This research presents a software
solution in the form of a centralized access control
framework called an Access Control Service (ACS) that
can grant remote users network presence and
simultaneously aid them in accessing various network
resources with varying access control policies. At the
same time, the ACS provides a centralized framework for
administrators to manage access to their resources. The
ACS achieves these objectives using VPN technology,
network address translation and by proxy various
authentication protocols on behalf of remote users.
However, this research product is not covered in packet
Filtering, Network Address Translation, proxy Services,
Application Proxies, Application level Getaway arears [7].
Wason T., Chandra A., focuses on network security
according to a firewall policy. The advantage in this
theory is Network Address Translation (NAT) which used
to hide true addresses of protected hosts. The NAT
function was developed to address IPv4 routing addresses
that could be used or assigned to computers in order to
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reduce the cost of obtaining public addresses for every
computer. But this research does not concern about
firewall capacity therefore in the high security firewall
research it will concern about the firewall capacity which
will help the people to choose the most suitable firewall to
prevent network attacks [8].
This research mainly focuses on firewall techniques
like packet filtering and circuit level gateways. Circuit
level gateways monitor TCP handshaking between packets
to determine whether a requested session is legitimate. In
packet filtering only the authorized data packets are passed
through the firewall. This research is disadvantageous as it
only focuses about few firewall techniques. Therefore,
high security firewall system will focus on having proxy
services information packets would not pass through a
proxy and proxy act as an intermediary computer.
Therefore, this prevents direct connections and packet
transfer between either sides of the firewall which makes
harder for intruders to find the location of network where
the packet is coming from [9].
Online examination system is used to provide exam
online for remote candidates. The system is consisting of a
web based server with a database facility. Database it
contains User information and authentication for the
Examination. Firewall technologies are used to make a
secure system for online examination. Virtual Private
Network (VPN) and NAT (Network Address Translation)
these type of technologies is used to build this system. A
Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a network technology
that creates a secure network connection over a public
network such as the Internet or a private network owned
by a service provider. In order to gain access to the private
network, a user must be authenticated using a unique
identification and a password. An authentication token is
often used to gain access to a private network through a
personal identification number (PIN) that a user must enter
[10].
Sharma, Bhisham, and Karan Bajaj state that packet
filtering is the main technology that this research focuses
on in order to prevent unauthorized traffic form network.
The filtering decision is taken according to a set of ordered
filtering rules written based on predefined security policy
requirements. This research mostly considers about traffic
of network and how to make secure network without any
unauthorized access [11].
This report will provide readers with a resource for
understanding firewall design Principles used in network
security. Firewalls fall into four broad categories: packet
filters, circuit level Gateways, application level gateways
and state full multilayer inspection firewalls. In a packet
filtering firewall, each packet is compared to a set of rules
before it is forwarded. The advantages of Packet filtering
firewalls are low cost, have only a small effect on the
network performance, and do not require client computers
to be configured in any particular way. Circuit level
gateways examine each connection setup to ensure that it
follows legitimate TCP handshaking. Application level
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gateways Packets received or leaving cannot access
services for which there is no proxy. The problem of this
paper is that it does not focus on network capacity. So the
performance will be decreased [12].
This research mainly focuses on the firewall capacity,
advantages, and disadvantages of it. High firewall capacity
helps the system to reduce the cost of replacing the low
capacity. This paper is disadvantageous as it focuses on
only one packet firewall technique. Therefore, they are not
considered as a secured firewall. And also it may leave the
network vulnerable or incorrectly configured. There are no
any packet filtering techniques, which packet passing
through a firewall is compared to a set of rules before it is
allowed to pass through. So this a very big drawback for
the system [13].

III. SOLUTION
Research team has discussed a conceptualized paper
on high secure network combining firewall technologies
and capacity together. In a network, security is most
important factor. In organizations, network is used to share
their confidential information and secret methodologies.
The lack of innovative security standards, hackers can
hack the system and steal their private and confidential
details. Therefore, most of the organizations use firewall
as a security system. There are few firewall technologies
to provide security in the network. Those firewall
technologies are packet filtering, network address
translation, circuit level gateways, virtual private network,
proxy services, application proxies and application level
gateways. Firewall capacity is one of the factors that
should give the priority in order to speed the performance
of the firewall.
Firewall performances are sometimes depending on
the firewall capacity. High capacity firewalls can perform
better. Most of high capacity firewall is expensive. The
Proposed research will be focusing on high secured
network using firewall capacity and combination of
firewall technologies such as packet filtering, network
address translation, virtual private network and proxy
services. When advanced secured network is built using
these technologies, the firewall capacity can be increased
in order to increase the performance of the firewall,
otherwise low capacity firewalls can slow down the
performance. Then this will affect the security of network.
Therefore, Research team decided to combine few firewall
technologies together in order to improve the security of a
particular network.
3.1. Reason for consideration of these technologies
Packet filtering technique, Network will identify
packet which is authorized and other unauthorized packet
will be dropped. Therefore, this technology is more
important. Network address translation consider about
public IP Addresses which are allocated in specific
network, then hacker cannot take information using
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unauthorized IP addresses. Virtual private network
associates with private network and it helps to keep secure
connection between sender and receiver. Proxy services,
Proxies are mostly used to control, or monitor, outbound
traffic. Some application proxies supply the requested
data. This lowers bandwidth requirements and decreases
the access the same data for the following user. It also
gives indisputable evidence of what was transferred. These
technologies are more important to build a secure network.
Therefore, proposed research is based on these
technologies and capacity of firewall.

Figure 1:packet filtering mechanism
This figure 1 illustrates the mechanism of packet
filtering technique.

Figure 2: firewall time-out

3.2. Reason for consideration of the capacity of firewall
Firewall performance directly effects to network
security and firewall performance depends on capacity of
firewall. If firewall capacity high, it will give high
performance. Therefore, research team selected firewall
capacity for more secured network.
technique use encryption and other security
mechanisms to make sure that only reliable users can
access the network. The proxy server acts as a caching
server to load the web page faster. The main technology
focus in the research paper is the firewall capacity which
helps to increase the performance of the firewall

Figure 2 represents the firewall time-out when firewall capacity
is low.
Figure 3: simple network topology
IV.

CONCLUSION

Firewall is a general technique which provide the authorize
network access. There are many firewall techniques used to
protect from unreliable accesses. Therefore, network should be
configured in such a way that the network should not allow
unauthorized users entering the network or accessing the
information. The proposed research focuses on various
technologies. packet filtering, Virtual Private Networks, Network
Address Translation and firewall capacity. In packet filtering it
focuses on passing or blocking packets at a network based on
destination addresses, ports or protocols. Network Address
Translation assigns a public address to a computer or group of
computers inside a private network. It prevents from exceeding
the number of public IP addresses an organization or a company
must use for security purposes. Virtual Private Network is
another technology that the research paper focuses, this

Figure 3 demonstrates a simple network topology which shows
how the firewalls are connected in a network.
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V. FUTURE WORK
The proposed research discusses about the advanced network
security combining both firewall capacity and firewall
technologies like packet filtering, Network Address Translation,
Virtual Private Networks and Proxy Services. Due to
Advancement of technology several cyber threats can occur in
future. As a solution to overcome from these threats advanced
security systems should be implemented. In future, researchers
can focus on new aspects of firewall capacity in order to prevent
cyber-attacks and including more firewall technologies. Thus,
combining many technologies provides more effective access
control and increases privacy.
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